
SHADES
Seedy Glass

FINISH
Royal Bronze

UPLIGHTING

UPLIGHTING

AMBIENT LIGHTING

AMBIENT LIGHTING

DOWNLIGHTING

DOWNLIGHTING

Combine three layers of light to create multiple scenes from a single 
chandelier without any additional wiring.

11020-30
Uplight 2-LED Strips 18W 1500LM 2700K 90CRI incl.
Ambient Light 5-60W C (not incl.)
Downlight 2-LED 8.3W 475LM 2700K 95CRI Modules with 10O beam spread*.
42” L x 10 3/8” W x 23 5/8” - 65” H
Includes 90O swivel, 6-12” stems, 2-6” stems and 2-3” stems.

*Utilizes Soraa Snap SystemTM. Optional 60O lenses included. Other lenses available.

OPTIONAL FEATURES
Use the SCENE MASTERTM technology to control the chandelier from anywhere in the world when you have internet access. 
Simply download the Lutron app and connect with the optional Caseta Smart Bridge (not included) then use your smartphone 
or tablet to control the device. Turn the chandelier on and off to give the appearance that someone is home while you are away. 
Activate voice control using Apple HomeKit, Amazon’s Alexa or Google Assistant to change scenes or turn the fixture on or off.

INTEGRATION
The SCENE MASTERTM technology can be controlled by up to ten Caseta Pico 
remotes and works with countless smart home devices including Amazon’s Alexa, 
Google Assistant, Apple HomeKit, Nest, Sonos, Samsung SmartThings, 
and Hunter Fans.

OVERVIEW
This chandelier with SCENE MASTERTM  technology has three distinct layers of lighting including indirect LED uplighting, 
LED downlighting and ambient lighting. Each layer of lighting can be controlled independently or mixed together to 
create countless lighting scenes. The SCENE MASTERTM  technology requires no additional wiring, just a single circuit. 
We incorporated the wireless technology directly into the fixture by installing three Lutron Caseta dimmers into the canopy
of the chandelier.

Caseta Pico 3-Scene remote included

Add smart lighting 
with custom scenes

to your home without 
special wiring!

Featuring Our Unique SCENE MASTERTM Technology

3 Caseta dimmers 
pre-installed

New!ALURA


